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Texas Republic
When you read the summary of this new unit below, look for the numbers as you
read! Numbers provide details that help you visualize what the information is about.
There are four numbers mentioned below. Find them and highlight them.
HINT: Sometimes numbers are spelled out!

The Republic of Texas was established after the Texas Revolution. The nation modeled its
government after the United States. Its three branches of government included an elected
president, a congress, and a court system. In nine years as a nation, Texas faced many difficult
challenges. The Republic tried to gain recognition as an independent nation. It attempted to
stabilize the economy. It navigated relationships with American Indians and protected its citizens
from invasion. In 1845, the United States annexed Texas as the 28th state, thus ending the
Republic of Texas era.
Next to each star below, write down the numbers you highlighted above and then next to it,
write a complete sentence explaining why the number is important. The first one is done for
you.
three - The Republic of Texas had three branches of government, just like the United States.
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The Texas Republic Vocabulary
Draw It Out! The following chart contains important vocabulary words from
this unit. As you read the terms and their meanings in the chart below, create a picture or
symbol for each word in the third column to help you remember that word as you read about
the Texas Republic.

Vocabulary
Term

Definition

Draw It Out!

Republic

a country that is governed by elected
representatives and by an elected leader
(such as a president) rather than by a king
or queen

Constitution

a document that describes the system of
beliefs and laws by which a country, state,
or organization is governed

Term

the length of time during which a person
has an official or political office

Amendment

a change or addition in the words or
meaning of a law or document (such as a
constitution)

Ratification

to make (a treaty, agreement, etc.) official
[approving] by signing it or voting for it

Annexation

to add (an area or region) to a country,
state, etc.; to take control of (a territory or
place)
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The Texas Republic Vocabulary
Draw It Out! The following chart contains important vocabulary words from
this unit. As you read the terms and their meanings in the chart below, create a picture or
symbol for each word in the third column to help you remember that word as you read about
the Texas Republic.

Vocabulary
Term

Definition

Draw It Out!

Retaliate

to do something bad to someone who has
hurt you or treated you badly : to get
revenge against someone

Expansion

the act of becoming bigger or of making
something bigger : the act of expanding

Archives

a place in which public records or historical
materials (such as documents) are kept

Homestead

a piece of government land that a person
could acquire by living on it and farming it
when the western part of the U.S. was being
settled

Creditor

a person, bank, or company that lends
money to someone

Abolitionist

a person who wants to stop or abolish slavery

Joint-Resolution

a decision that is passed by both houses of the
legislative branch
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Texas Constitution of 1836
As you read about the Texas Constitution of 1836, complete the chart below explaining who
made up each branch of government and how long they could serve.

The Republic of Texas Constitution of 1836 was very similar to the U.S. Constitution. It was
written in the middle of the Texas Revolution. Texas needed a new government when it declared
independence from Mexico on March 2, 1836. Like the U.S. Constitution, it established three
branches of government. The House of Representatives had a one-year term, while the Senate
had three-year terms. The president of Texas could only serve two-year terms, which could not be
consecutive. The judicial branch was made up of a Supreme Court and gave Congress the
power to add additional courts. Amending the Texas Constitution required many steps over
several years. First, the current elected Republic of Texas Congress had to approve it. Then, it
had to be presented to the next elected Republic of Texas Congress for approval. Finally, it had
to be presented to the voters for their approval. The process took so long there were not many
amendments to the Constitution.
Legislative

Executive

Judicial

Texas Constitution Approved and Sam Houston Elected as President
In September of 1836, two important events took place: ratification of the Texas Constitution and
the first elections for the Republic of Texas. The Constitution was overwhelmingly
approved. Citizens also asked for annexation to the United States. However, the United States
rejected the request for Texas annexation in an attempt to prevent the expansion of slavery and
war with Mexico. Sam Houston was elected to be the first president of Texas with eighty percent
of the vote.
Why did the United States NOT approve the annexation of Texas?
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Political, Economic, Social
When examining history, you will sometimes be asked to identify or
categorize events as political, economic, or social. Below are some hints of
what you might look for.

POLITICAL - Things that relate to the government








Types of governments
Rules for government (constitutions)
Voting
Wars
Nations declaring independence
Court decisions
Relationships with other nations

Economic -Things that are about money and resources









Gold and Silver
Paper money (Currency)
Taxes and Tariffs
Property
Imports and Exports (Trade)
Debt
Technology
Transportation

Social - Things that are about people






Groups of people living in an area or affected in some way
Education systems
Religion
Language
Culture (includes clothing, food)

NOTE: Sometimes events can be in multiple categories. One example is trade with
other nations. It’s political (relationships with other nations) but it’s also economic
(Trade). If choosing only one category, think about which one BEST describes the event. Be
sure to be able to explain why you think it’s the best fit!
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Sam Houston’s First Term as President of the Republic of Texas
As you read about the early years of the Republic, look for examples of political,
economic, and social events that occurred. Record your responses in the correct
text box. NOTE: Refer to page 6 for help in determining what might work for each
category.

Economic
Social
Political

Sam Houston, commander of the Texas army and hero at San Jacinto where Santa Anna was
defeated, became the first and third President of the Republic of Texas. In his first term, Sam
Houston moved the capital from Columbia to Houston. He appointed people from both sides of
politics to fill his cabinet. He tried to secure foreign recognition as an independent country. U.S.
President, Andrew Jackson, recognized Texas as an independent nation on his final days in
office. Several European countries followed soon after, but Mexico refused to acknowledge
Texas independence.

Texas was in debt from the war and lacked steady industries. In order to increase revenue,
Houston convinced the Republic of Texas Congress to tax imports, property, and livestock. He
also had the government print its own paper money. However, the paper money wasn’t backed
by gold or silver, so the currency was truly worthless. In an attempt to solve this problem,
Houston cut government costs. He reduced the army and tried to make peace with the American
Indians instead of using the military to wage war.
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Sam Houston’s First Term as President of the Republic of Texas
Economic
Social
Political

To protect the frontier, Houston established the Texas Rangers. The Rangers started out as a
police force contracted to serve a particular mission and then return home. Eventually they
became a full-time police force, which still exists today. To increase population in Texas and raise
revenue, Congress passed a land policy. The government gave away large tracts of land. The
law required new settlers to stay on the land for three years and develop it. Many people in the
southeastern region of the United States immigrated to Texas for the opportunity to own
land. They packed up and left their homes with a sign on the front door reading G.T.T. (Gone to
Texas).

Cordova Rebellion
In August 1838, Texans discovered that the Mexican government and Cherokee Indians were
plotting against the new Texas Republic. Mexico promised the Cherokee the land they claimed in
return for attacking white settlers. The leader of the rebellion was Vicente Cordova, a Tejano from
Nacogdoches. At least 100 Mexicans were camped on the Angelina River, waiting to attack. A
group of Texans accidentally discovered the Mexicans while they were out searching for stolen
horses. President Sam Houston ordered the rebels to lay down their arms, but they
refused. Cordova’s men stated they were willing to fight for their rights. Although the Mexicans
received help from local Indians, they were defeated by the Texas militia. Cordova left for Mexico,
and only one member of the rebellion was convicted and sentenced to hang. He was later
pardoned by Mirabeau Lamar, second President of the Republic.
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Mirabeau Lamar As President
As you read about the early years of the Republic, look for examples of political,
economic, and social events that occurred. Record your responses in the correct
text box. NOTE: Refer to page 6 for help in determining what might work for each
category.
Economic
Social
Political

Mirabeau Lamar was born in Georgia. He loved to read, write poetry, and was an expert
horseman. Lamar followed James Fannin to Texas in 1835 to collect historical data in order to
write a history of Texas. He liked Texas and decided to stay. He enlisted in the army during the
Texas Revolution and fought in the Battle of San Jacinto. He became the Vice President of the
Republic of Texas and later was elected President of the Republic of Texas. He was opposed to
Texas becoming part of the United States, but he later changed his mind. Lamar thought
education was so important that he wanted Congress to set aside some public land for schools
and universities. Because of his devotion to education, he is often called the “Father of Texas
Education.”
Mirabeau B. Lamar was elected second President of the Republic of Texas. His goals for Texas
were very different from Sam Houston’s. He wanted Texas to remain an independent nation
rather than be annexed into the United States. Although he was not successful, Lamar worked
hard to get Mexico to recognize Texas as an independent nation. Like Houston, Lamar moved
the capital. He moved it from Houston to Austin for two reasons. First, he wanted it to be in a
more central location. Second, he believed it would encourage more westward
settlement. Lamar’s Indian policy was very different from Houston’s. Lamar believed American
Indians were a major obstacle to expansion. He spent large sums of money to drive them out of
Texas.
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Mirabeau Lamar As President
Economic
Social
Political

Lamar’s major accomplishment was establishing the education system in Texas. He sold parcels
of land in each county and used that money to build schools. He also set aside fifty leagues (1
league = approximately 3 miles) of land for two universities. The first was Texas Baptist
Education Society, which later became Baylor University. The second was the University of
Texas, which was founded in 1883.
Battle of Neches - Each president of the Republic of Texas had different policies for
dealing with Indians. Treaties signed under one president could be broken by a new
president. This left American Indian tribes confused and divided. President Sam Houston tried to
make peace with the Cherokee and granted them land in East Texas. This land was later taken
from them by President Lamar. Lamar was determined to remove the tribes from Texas
completely. Chief Bowles stood up to the Texas Army when soldiers showed up to force them off
the land. A battle broke out in Neches, and Chief Bowles was killed. The surviving Cherokee
were forced into Oklahoma or Mexico.
Republic of Texas Navy
During the Texas Revolution, the government made arrangements to develop a navy. The navy’s
job was to protect Texas’ trade and control immigration along the coastline. The first boats were
purchased in January of 1836. The early years of the navy were challenging. By the end of 1837,
all of the ships were lost or had to be sold because Texas could not afford to repair them. Lamar
developed a second navy during his presidency. He increased its size in an attempt to create a
strong country and protect Texas borders. During his second term, Houston tried to sell the navy
in 1843. However, the people of Galveston blocked the sale, and the navy remained intact. In
June of 1846, all Texas navy ships were given to the United States.
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Mirabeau Lamar As President
Economic
Social
Political

Homestead Act of 1839
The Texas Homestead Act of 1839 continued a policy created by Stephen F. Austin to protect
settlers’ homes from creditors. Creditors often tried to collect debts by seizing settlers’ homes and
land. The Homestead Act protected up to fifty acres of land and the home on that land from
creditors’ claims.
Ashworth Act
African Americans continued to face challenges and discrimination after the Texas
Revolution. Slavery was legal according to the Constitution of 1836. In addition, the Constitution
required free African Americans to ask for permission from the government in order to stay in the
Republic. In 1840, the legislature passed a law with the intention of ending the free black
population in Texas. It prohibited immigration of free African Americans to Texas and stated that
all free blacks had to leave the state within two years.
The Ashworth family was a free family in Jefferson County. They had lived in Texas for six years
and had served in the army during the Texas Revolution. Several friends of the Ashworths
worked on a petition to amend the law. When Congress met the next winter, they heard the
petition and passed the Ashworth Act. This act allowed all free blacks and family members living
in Texas prior to Texas declaring independence from Mexico to remain in the country as free
citizens. The Ashworth’s family members were the only free blacks, who immigrated after the
Revolution, who were allowed to stay.
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Mirabeau Lamar As President
Economic
Social
Political

Santa Fe Expedition
President Lamar wanted Texas to become a very powerful North American nation. The goals of
the Santa Fe Expedition were threefold:
· Mexican recognition of the Rio Grande as the western border of the Republic of Texas
· block western expansion of the United States
· build up the Texas economy
In 1841, Lamar sent 320 men to establish a trading post for Texas in Santa Fe, territory still
claimed by Mexico. The expedition faced harsh weather and American Indian attacks along the
way. The Texans were tired and hungry when they arrived in Santa Fe. Mexican soldiers
immediately arrested the men and marched them to Mexico City. The men were eventually
released to go back to Texas. The Santa Fe Expedition was a failure that created even more
tension between Mexico and the Republic of Texas.

Council House Fight
The Council House Fight is sometimes called the Council House Massacre. This incident
represents President Lamar’s American Indian policy. Texans and Comanches met on March 19,
1840, at the Council House in San Antonio. The purpose was to negotiate the release of white
settlers captured in an Indian raid. The Comanches brought only one hostage with them to the
negotiations, Matilda Lockhart. They claimed they would release each prisoner one at a time after
they received the ransom. The Texans quickly responded by asking the army to put the
Comanches under arrest until the captives were set free. The Comanche leader called for his
warriors waiting outside to attack, and a fight broke out immediately. Thirty warriors were killed,
along with five women and children. In retaliation, the Comanche killed all the white
captives. The Texas Rangers attacked the Comanches and drove them out of Texas.
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Sam Houston’s Second Term
As you read about the early years of the Republic, look for examples of political,
economic, and social events that occurred. Record your responses in the correct
text box. NOTE: Refer to page 6 for help in determining what might work for each
category.

Economic
Social

Political

Archives War
In early 1842, during Sam Houston’s second term, Santa Anna ordered the capture of San
Antonio to retaliate for the Santa Fe Expedition. The Texans were unprepared to fight the
Mexicans, so they abandoned the town. President Houston called for an emergency meeting in
Houston to discuss the situation. The Texans were afraid the Mexicans would attack the capital in
Austin next. Houston called for the archives to be moved to Houston. These documents
provided important information about the history and organization of the government of the
Republic of Texas.
A group of Austin residents were worried President Houston would also try to move the capital of
Texas to Houston. They formed a group to protect the state documents. They would not allow
the documents to be moved. In December of 1842, Texas Rangers arrived in Austin to gather all
the archives and move them to Houston. They were met with resistance by the
Austinites. Angelina Eberly fired a cannon at them. Although the Rangers successfully loaded up
the archives in wagons and drove away, the vigilante citizens attacked the Rangers and returned
the archives to Austin in January 1843.
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Sam Houston’s Second Term

Economic
Social
Political

Mier Expedition
Mexico refused to recognize Texas as an independent nation. It continued to carry out raids in
Texas. As a result, President Houston ordered troops to drive the Mexican army across the Rio
Grande River and remain there. After capturing the Mexican town of Guerrero, General
Alexander Somervell ordered the troops to return home. Five captains and nearly two hundred of
his men refused. They were determined to continue the attacks. On December 23, 1842, the
men raided the border town of Mier. On Christmas Day, a Mexican force nearby attacked. The
Texans surrendered because they were tired, thirsty, and low on ammunition. They believed they
would be treated as prisoners of war. However, Mexican officials treated them as criminals.
Santa Anna ordered them to be taken to Mexico City and executed. During the journey, some
prisoners were able to escape but only three made it back to Texas without being
recaptured. Mexican officials modified the original orders of executing all prisoners, to executing
only one out of every ten prisoners. This was known as “The Black Bean Episode.” Each of the
176 men had to draw a bean from a jar. If they drew a black bean they were executed. The
remaining men served prison terms. A few escaped, a few were released, and many died in
prison. Santa Anna finally released the last surviving prisoners in September of 1844.
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Cherokee Nation and the Republic of Texas
As you read the account below, look for details that tell you how each person, Sam
Houston, Chief Bowles, and Mirabeau Lamar, felt about the Cherokee nation and their right
to live in Texas.
In the thought bubbles by each man, give examples you find of their feelings about
this issue. You may include examples you found from previous reading.
Chief Bowles, also known as “The Bold Hunter,” was born in 1756 in North Carolina. His father
was Scottish and his mother Cherokee. As a leader of a Cherokee village, he led his people west
during the “Trail of Tears” and arrived in East Texas. When the Texans fought for their
independence from Mexico, Sam Houston and William Goyens negotiated a treaty with Chief
Bowles to allow the Cherokees 1.5 million acres of land in East Texas. However, after the war,
the Congress of the Republic of Texas refused to ratify the treaty and declared it null and void.
President Mirabeau Lamar ordered Chief Bowles and his tribe to leave Texas against the wishes
of Sam Houston who maintained that the treaty was binding. Chief Bowles and his warriors fought
in the last battle between the Texas Cavalry and the Cherokees on July 16, 1839, when he was
killed. That battle was the Battle of Neches which was already mentioned above.
Chief Bowles
Sam Houston

Mirabeau B.
Lamar
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Designing Historical Markers
As you read the paragraphs on significant individuals from the Republic of Texas, design a
Historical Marker for each person:





Include the following details on the marker:
Draw a visual that represents each person in the circle of the marker.
Add the name of the individual being studied.
Give the dates of the person’s birth and death.
Include what you think is his/her biggest contribution to the Republic of Texas.

William Goyens was born in North Carolina and came
to Nacogdoches, Texas in 1820. His father was a free
mulatto, and his mother was white. Even though he was
never a slave, he did suffer problems when he was
thought to be a runaway slave. Thomas Rusk and
Charles Stanfield Taylor, both signers of the Texas
Declaration of Independence, represented him in court
over this issue. He is given credit for helping negotiate a
treaty with Sam Houston that kept the Cherokees friendly
and from getting involved with the conflict between the
Texans and the Mexicans in the war for
independence.
After the war, he returned to
Nacogdoches where he became a well respected citizen
and successful businessman. He died in 1856.

John Coffee (Jack) Hays was best known as a
famous Texas Ranger who formed many of the traditions
associated with that group today. In 1840, Hays was
appointed a captain of the Rangers. He proved himself to
be a fearless fighter and a good leader of men. Often
mixing Anglos, Hispanics, and Indians, his Ranger
companies engaged in battles and skirmishes with the
Comanche and other hostile Indian tribes. Additionally,
his Rangers fought Mexican troops in the years before
the Mexican American War. Hays and his Rangers were
involved in important actions against the hostile Indians
at Plum Creek, Cañon de Ugalde, Bandera Pass, Painted
Rock, Salado, and Walker's Creek. He later moved to
California where he died in 1883.
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Designing Historical Markers
As you read the paragraphs on significant individuals from the Republic of Texas,
design a Historical Marker for each person. Include the following details on the marker:
 Draw a visual that represents each person in the circle of the marker.
 Add the name of the individual being studied.
 Give the dates of the person’s birth and death.
 Include what you think is his/her biggest contribution to the Republic of Texas.
Anson Jones was born in Massachusetts and moved to Philadelphia as an adult. He became a
doctor in 1826, but his medical practice was not successful. He moved to New Orleans in 1832 and
became a merchant. He lived through a cholera epidemic and suffered from other problems which left him
without enough money on which to live. Jones came to
Texas in 1833 when Texas was part of Mexico and
opened a successful medical practice in Brazoria.
Favoring Texas independence from Mexico, he joined the
army as a surgeon when the Texas Revolution began.
After the revolution, Jones was elected to the 2nd
Congress of Texas. When he became a Senator from
Brazoria County, he wrote laws about the regulation of
medical practice. Anson Jones was Secretary of State
under Sam Houston and elected President of the
Republic of Texas in 1844. He was in that position when
Texas became part of the United States in 1845. He died
in 1858.

Mary Maverick was an early pioneer who kept diaries
and then published them into memoirs of her life around
San Antonio. In 1842, she and her family fled San Antonio
to escape the rumored approaching army of Santa Anna
who still did not fully accept the independence of Texas.
Upon returning after the Mexican-American War, she
became a prominent member of the San Antonio Historical
Society and the Daughters of the Republic of Texas. She
painted a watercolor sketch of the Alamo which is thought
to be the first painting of the mission. In 1889 she wrote a
brief account of the fall of the Alamo. Mary Maverick's
work, particularly her eyewitness account of the Council
House Fight between the Texans and the Comanche in
San Antonio in 1840, has often been cited in studies of Texas pioneer life. She died on February 24, 1898.
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Designing Historical Markers
As you read the paragraphs on significant individuals from the Republic of Texas,
design a Historical Marker for each person. Include the following details on the marker:
 Draw a visual that represents each person in the circle of the marker.
 Add the name of the individual being studied.
 Give the dates of the person’s birth and death.
 Include what you think is his/her biggest contribution to the Republic of Texas.
José Antonio Navarro, a leading Mexican participant
in the Texas Revolution, was born at San Antonio de
Béxar on February 27, 1795. Before Texas independence,
Navarro was elected to both the Coahuila and Texas state
offices. He became one of the three Mexican signers of
the Texas Declaration of Independence. Upon his election
to the Texas Congress as a representative from Bexar,
Navarro sought to advance the rights of Tejanos. He was
the sole Hispanic delegate to the Convention of 1845
which was assembled to vote on the American proposal to
annex Texas which he favored.
After voting in the
affirmative, he remained to help write the first state
constitution, known as the Constitution of 1845. He was
twice elected to the state Senate. In 1846, in recognition
of his contributions to Texas over the years, the
legislature named the newly established Navarro County
in his honor. He died on January 13, 1871.

In July of 1839 Edwin W. Moore became commander of
the Texas Navy when he was 29 years old. Moore and
the Texas Navy fought during the war with Mexico for
Texas Independence. He guarded the coast during the
time Texas was an independent nation. From 1842 to
1844, he challenged President Sam Houston to provide
funds to finance the Texas Navy. During this time, Sam
Houston declared Edwin Moore and the Texas Navy to be
pirates, but at the end of Houston’s term, Moore swept
into Galveston, and the city declared him a hero. He was
eventually cleared of all pirating charges. By 1857, the
United States Navy was in charge of defending the Gulf
Coast, and there was no need for the Texas Navy. Moore
County in the Panhandle of Texas is named in his honor.
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Let’s work a puzzle to review what’s happened to predict a MAJOR event that
is about to occur in Texas History!
Unscramble the letters below to fill in the event. A hint has been provided to help you.

ALEOSGNZ

Hint: The battle that showed Texans defiance of Mexican government with the “Come and
Take It” banner on a cannon.

NASNTNAAN

Hint: The commander of the Mexican troops who defeated the Texans at the Alamo and
later surrendered to Sam Houston at the Battle of San Jacinto.

MAOLA Hint: Historic battle where outnumbered Texans bravely held a mission in an effort to slow down
advancing Mexican troops.

NUFTENSITESHPA

Hint: Arrested in Mexico when he went to argue for the rights of the colonists
with the Mexican government and accused of inciting insurrection-also called the “Father of Texas.”

WUASRNYCAEPAR

Hint: Families in the Gonzales area, learning of Santa Anna's advance and
Sam Houston's retreat after the massacres of the Texans at Goliad and the Alamo, grabbed their
belongings and fled quickly from their homes.

NSTIOCANJA

Hint: Houston's troops defeated Santa Anna in a surprise attack on this open field to
mark the end of the Texas Revolution.

BLUCEIRP Hint: Sam Houston became the first president of the _______________ of Texas after
defeating the Mexican army at San Jacinto.

CEOXIM Hint: The Texans fought bravely to overcome the control of this country.
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Texas Annexation
(How Texas became the 28th state)
As you read about Texas Annexation, consider the positive and negative effects of
annexation.
Put a + sign near the positive effects
Circle the negative effects
President Sam Houston requested Texas annexation into the United States beginning in
1836. He believed becoming part of the United States would solve most of the Republic’s
problems. Most citizens of the Republic of Texas desired annexation as well. Many had
emigrated from the United States, which meant that they shared American customs and views
about government. They also shared the same language. Each request for annexation was
denied by the United States for two main reasons. The United States feared war with Mexico and
disagreements over slavery. Abolitionists wanted to prevent the spread of slavery in the United
States. If annexed, Texas would enter as a slave state.
During President Lamar’s term, the request for annexation was withdrawn. Lamar wanted Texas
to be another powerful country in North America. Lamar’s vision was to expand the nation of
Texas into present-day New Mexico and Arizona.
The United States’ interest in Texas changed when Great Britain opposed the annexation of
Texas. By recognizing Texas independence, Great Britain hoped to prevent westward expansion
by the United States. Great Britain agreed to recognize Texas as an independent nation, as long
as Texas did not join the United States.
With the support of both the United States and Texas citizens, Congress passed a joint-resolution
accepting Texas as the 28th state. The citizens of Texas voted in favor of annexation in October
1845. The U.S. Congress accepted the new state constitution that December when Texas legally
became part of the United States. The ceremony was held in February of 1846, when Texas
President Anson Jones turned over control to the newly elected Governor James Pinckney
Henderson, saying “The final act in this great drama is now performed; the Republic of Texas is
no more.”
What do you think? If you were a member of the United States Congress, would you
have approved the annexation of Texas? Why or why not?
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Reviewing the Republic of Texas
As you review the events that occurred during the terms of each of the Presidents of
the Republic of Texas, identify which category best describes what/who the event
concerned:
 American Indians (I)
 Mexico (M)
 Annexation (A)
 Slavery (S)

Event

Category

President Sam Established Texas Rangers
Houston
Cordova Rebellion
(1st Term)
1836-1838

Battle of Neches
Developed 2nd Texas Navy

President
Mirabeau Lamar
Ashworth Act
(1838-1841)
Council House Fight

President Sam Archives War
Houston
Mier Expedition
(2nd Term)
1841-1844

President Anson Texas Becomes the 28th state of the United
States of America
Jones
1844-1846
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